When modeling sub-national mortality rates, we should consider three features: (1) how to incorporate any possible correlation among sub-populations to potentially improve forecast accuracy through multi-population joint modeling; (2) how to reconcile sub-national mortality forecasts so that they aggregate adequately across various levels of a group structure; (3) among the forecast reconciliation methods, how to combine their forecasts to achieve improved forecast accuracy. To address these issues, we introduce an extension of grouped univariate functional time series method. We first consider a multivariate functional time series method to jointly forecast multiple related series. We then evaluate the impact and benefit of using forecast combinations among the forecast reconciliation methods. Using the Japanese regional age-specific mortality rates, we investigate one-step-ahead to 15-step-ahead point and interval forecast accuracies of our proposed extension and make recommendations.
Introduction
Increases in longevity and an ageing population have led to concerns regarding the sustainability of pensions, healthcare, and aged-care systems in many developed nations. These concerns have led to an increasing interest among government policymakers and planners to engage in the development of more accurate modeling and forecasting age-specific mortality rates. Further, annuity and pension products depend crucially on the forecast accuracy of mortality rates or their associated survival probabilities. The survival probability has been consistently underestimated in the last few decades. As a consequence, pension funds and insurance companies face longevity risk. Longevity risk is a potential risk arising from the increasing life expectancy of policyholders, which can eventually result in higher payout ratios than expected.
Many statistical methods have been proposed for modeling and forecasting age-specific mortality rates at the national level (see, e.g., Shang et al., 2011 , for earlier reviews). Of these, a significant milestone in demographic forecasting was the work by Lee and Carter (1992) . They implemented a principal component analysis to model age-specific mortality and extracted a single time-varying index of the level of mortality, from which the forecasts were obtained by a random walk with drift. In the demographic literature, many extensions and modifications of the Lee-Carter method are collated in Shang et al. (2011) .
Modeling mortality at the sub-national level is not only important but also challenging. On the one hand, the sub-national mortality rates often suffer from relatively poor data quality with possible missing data; on the other hand, sub-national forecasts of age-specific mortality rates are useful for informing regional policy and understanding the heterogeneity in the whole population.
Further, improved understanding of individual characteristics will enable insurers to price more accurately annuity products for annuitants, as in the growing market for "enhanced annuities" in the United Kingdom (see, e.g., Olivieri and Pitacco, 2016) .
To our knowledge, there are few papers that model national and sub-national mortality together with respect to a group structure. Shang and Haberman (2017) and Shang and Hyndman (2017) proposed the bottom-up and optimal combination based on ordinary least squares for reconciling forecasts in a group structure. Li et al. (2019) applied the optimal combination based on generalized least squares of Wickramasuriya et al. (2019) to reconcile cause-specific mortality forecasts in a three-level hierarchy. In all these works, a demographic model, such as the Lee-Carter model or the functional time series model of Hyndman and Ullah (2007) , is used to forecast each series within each level of a group structure. Similar to these papers, we also consider the forecast reconciliation methods to reconcile forecasts of age-specific mortality rates, and improve the forecast accuracy.
In a novel approach that differs from these papers, we jointly model and forecast sub-national age-specific mortality rates at each level of a group structure to capture correlation among the series and further improve forecast accuracy. We consider a multivariate functional time series method to forecast multiple related series jointly instead of applying a univariate functional time series method to forecast each series individually. Also, we introduce a forecast combination approach among the grouped forecasting methods to potentially improve the forecast accuracy.
Multiple-population modeling and forecasting have attracted increasing attention in actuarial science (see, e.g., Hatzopoulos and Haberman, 2013) and demography (see, e.g., Li and Lee, 2005) . Our extension links multiple-population forecasting with grouped functional time series forecasting. The underlying intuition is that when multiple sub-populations are correlated, the proposed multivariate functional time-series method can capture correlation among the multiple series, and in turn, can lead to improved forecast accuracy.
The idea of forecast combination has been studied in statistics, dating back to the seminal work by Bates and Granger (1969) . The underlying intuition is that when various grouped forecasting methods are combined, forecast combination may reduce bias, variance and uncertainty because of different assumptions, model structures and degrees of model complexity.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the Japanese national and sub-national mortality observed from 1975 to 2016. In Section 3, we introduce a multivariate functional time-series forecasting method for forecasting multiple series at each level of a group structure. The key technique in our multivariate functional time-series forecasting method is multivariate functional principal component analysis. In Section 4, we introduce two grouped forecasting methods and their forecast combination. In Section 5, we compare the forecast accuracy in two ways: (1) between two reconciliation methods and their forecast combination;
(2) between univariate and multivariate functional time-series forecasting methods. In Section 6, we introduce an actuarial application and apply the most accurate forecasting method to estimate the temporary life annuity prices for different ages and maturities. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7, along with some reflections on how the methods presented here can be further extended.
Japanese age-specific mortality rates
We study Japanese age-specific mortality rates from 1975 to 2016, obtained from the Japanese Mortality Database (Japanese Mortality Database, 2019). Given that our focus is on the pricing of annuities, we consider ages from 60 to 99 in a single year of age, and the last age group is the age at and beyond 100. The aggregation of the last age group is to avoid the missing data issue of those at the older ages. The structure of the data is presented in Table 1 , where each row denotes a level of disaggregation.
At the top level, we have total age-specific mortality rates for entire Japan. We can split these total mortality rates by various attributes such as sex, region or prefecture. For this data set, there are eight regions in Japan, which contain a total of 47 prefectures. The most disaggregated data arise when we consider the mortality rates for each combination of prefecture and sex, giving a (Shang and Haberman, 2017) . All in all, across all levels of disaggregation, there are 168 series. Note that the order of the disaggregation is not unique in any group structure, as we may first disaggregate series by region. The possibility of different disaggregation orders may impact forecast accuracy and we are investigating this issue in a separate project.
Multivariate functional time-series forecasting
Joint modeling mortality for two or more populations simultaneously is paramount, as it allows one to model the correlations among two or more populations, distinguish between long-term and short-term effects in the mortality evolution, and explore the additional information contained in the experience of other populations to further improve forecast accuracy. These populations can be grouped by sex, geography, ethnicity, socioeconomic status and other attributes.
Multivariate functional principal component analysis
Let y (j) in a vector with
These multivariate functions are defined over the same domain Γ. The common domain Γ must be compact sets in R ω , ω ∈ N with finite measure and with each element f (j) (x) assumed to be a square-integrable function L 2 (Γ), where j = 1, . . . , ω. For mathematical convenience, we let
where 0 denotes a vector of zeros. For x, z ∈ Γ, the cross-covariance function is defined with
From the cross-covariance function, we can deduce the eigenfunction as
where K induces the kernel of an integral operator, φ → Kφ is a square-integrable function.
From the cross-covariance function, there exists an orthonormal sequence (φ k ) of continuous functions in L 2 (Γ) and a non-increasing sequence, λ k , of positive numbers, such that
By functional principal component analysis, a de-centered stochastic process f
where φ
is a set of the first K functional principal components for the j th subpopulation; β
k is the k th eigenvalue of the covariance function for the j th subpopulation in (3); and K < n is the retained number of functional principal components. Expansion (6) facilitates dimension reduction as the first K terms often provide a good approximation to the infinite sum, and thus the information contained in f (j) 
The optimal value of K can be selected by a ratio method:
or the optimal value of K can be selected by explaining at least 90% of total variation:
We take the maximum of the K values obtained from (7) and (8).
The matrix formulation of (6) is
where f t (x) = f
being the vector of the basis expansion coefficients, and
The advantage of our multivariate functional time-series forecasting method is that the correlations among sub-populations can be captured in the cross-covariance structure described in (3). The disadvantage of our proposal is that we implicitly assume that all series share the same retained number of functional principal components, and consequently we may lose forecast accuracy for a particular series.
Based on the estimated covariance function, we can extract empirical functional principal
where β (j) n+h|n,k represents the time-series forecasts of the k th principal component scores for the j th subpopulation, which can be obtained by using autoregressive integrated moving average models.
Grouped forecasting methods

Notation
We introduce the grouped forecasting methods using the Japanese age-specific mortality rates provided in Section 2. The Japanese data follow a three-level geographic group structure, coupled with a sex-grouping variable (Shang and Haberman, 2017) . The geographical group structure is presented in Figure 1 . Japan can be split into eight regions from north to south, which is then divided into 47 prefectures (Shang and Haberman, 2017) .
The data can also be split by sex. Each of the nodes in the geographical group structure can also be split into males and females. We refer to a particular disaggregated series using the notation X * S, referring to the geographic area X and the sex S, where X can take the values shown in · · · P7 · · · R8 P40 · · · P47 Figure 1 : The Japanese geographical group structure tree diagram, with eight regions and 47 prefectureseach node has the female, male and total age-specific mortality rates.
Denote E X * S,t (x) as the exposure-to-risk for series X * S in year t and age x, and let D X * S,t (x) be the number of deaths for series X * S in year t and age x. The age-specific mortality rate is
To simplify expressions, we will drop the age argument (x). Then for a given age, we can write
where R t is a vector containing all series at all levels of disaggregation, b t is a vector of the most disaggregated series, and S t shows how the two are connected.
Bottom-up method
As the simplest grouped forecasting method, the bottom-up method first generates independent forecasts for each series at the most disaggregated level, and then aggregates these to produce all of the required forecasts (Shang and Haberman, 2017) . For example, reverting to the Japanese data, we first generate h-step-ahead independent forecasts for the most disaggregated series, namely b n+h = R P1 * F,n+h , R P1 * M,n+h , . . . , R P47 * F,n+h , R P47 * M,n+h . Then, we obtain forecasts for all series as
where R 
Optimal-combination method
Instead of considering only the bottom-level series, Hyndman et al. (2011) have proposed the optimal-combination method where independent forecasts for all series are computed independently, and then the resultant forecasts are reconciled so that they satisfy the aggregation constraints via the summing matrix. The optimal-combination method combines the independent forecasts through linear regression by generating a set of revised forecasts that are as close as possible to the independent forecasts, but that also aggregate consistently within the group. The method is derived by expressing the independent forecasts as the response variable of the linear regression
where R n+h is a matrix of h-step-ahead independent forecasts for all series, stacked in the same order as for the original data; β n+h = E[b n+h |R 1 , . . . , R n ] is the unknown mean of the independent forecasts of the most disaggregated series; and n+h represents the reconciliation errors.
To estimate the regression coefficient, Hyndman et al. (2011) have proposed an ordinary least-squares solution,
The revised forecasts are given by
Forecast combination
Forecast combination involves the computation of weighted means for the forecast. The averaged forecast for horizon h is computed as the weighted mean:
where R g n+h denotes forecasts obtained from a grouped forecasting method, such as the bottomup or optimal-combination method, and R comb n+h represents the model-averaged forecast; and (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w G ) are weights that sum to 1.
The crux of the problem lies in the selection of weights. Recent studies found that past performance information enables the use of unequal weighting combinations, but simple combination methods have been shown to be robust in many settings. Here, we consider two heuristics for combining the midpoint (i.e., point forecast) and endpoints (i.e., interval forecasts) (see Gaba et al., 2017 , for other heuristics). First, we combine point and interval forecasts obtained from two grouped forecasting methods with equal weighting. Second, we consider an envelope of prediction intervals and simple averaging of midpoints. 
Forecast exposure-to-risk
Since the bottom-level forecasts are mortality rates, we ought to take into account forecast exposureto-risk in order to reconcile death counts with respect to the group structure. The observed ratios that form the S t summing matrix are forecast using the automatic ARIMA algorithm of Hyndman and Khandakar (2008), when age x = 60. For age above 60, we assume the exposure-to-risk of age
x + 1 in year t + 1 will be the same as the exposure-to-risk of age x in year t (see also Shang and Haberman, 2017) . For example, let p t = E P1 * F,t /E Japan * T,t be a non-zero element of S t . Given that we have observed {p 1 , . . . , p n }, an h-step-ahead forecast p n+h can be obtained. The forecasts of ratios between any two exposure-to-risks are used to form the matrix S n+h . To ensure summability to 1 in each row of the group structure, every non-zero ratio is normalized by dividing the sum of ratios in each row.
The potential improvement in forecast accuracy of the reconciliation methods partially relies on the accurate forecast of the S matrix. Recall that the S matrix includes ratios of forecast exposureat-risk. Our cohort assumption is reasonable because it allows us to forecast ratios and populate the S matrix. Shang and Haberman (2017) and Shang and Hyndman (2017) compare point forecast and interval forecast accuracies between the reconciliation methods, with the forecast S matrix and actual holdout S matrix, and found that it is advantageous to use the forecast S matrix.
Results
Multivariate functional time-series model fitting
For the national and sub-national mortality rates, we examine the goodness-of-fit of the proposed multivariate functional time-series method to the observed data. Because the mortality rates for subpopulations may have different mean and variance terms, we standardized age-specific mortality rates by subtracting the mean function and dividing the standard deviation function before implementing a functional principal component analysis to a stacked data matrix of size n × (p × ω). For the Hokkaido data, the selected number of components is one (this is effectively a Lee-Carter type model).
In the first column of Figure 2 , we present the mean functions of the female and male smoothed log mortality rates. In the second and third columns, we present the first functional principal component, which accounts for around 88% of the total variation in the joint female and male subpopulations. Given that the principal component scores are surrogates for the original functional time series, they are forecast to continue to decrease over the next 20 years. We note that the first functional principal component models the female and male mortality data at younger and older ages. Standardization was applied to each subpopulation, prior to implementing the multivariate functional principal component analysis.
We measure goodness-of-fit via a functional version of the R 2 criterion. It is given as
where y (j) mortality data require.
In Table 2 , we report the goodness-of-fit of the univariate and multivariate functional time-series methods, as measured by the R 2 criterion defined in (18). For both female and male series, the multivariate functional time-series method generally achieves a better goodness-of-fit result than the univariate functional time-series method. The superiority of the multivariate functional time series method is because it can incorporate correlation between multiple series. This correlation provides additional information that is not possessed by the univariate functional time series method. Based on the observed mortality rates from 1975 to 2016, we produce the 20-years-ahead point forecasts of female and male age-specific mortality rates from 2017 to 2036. As shown in Figure 3 for the case of Hokkaido, the age-specific mortality rates are continuing to decline, and the forecast female mortality rates are likely to be lower than the male mortality rates. 
Point forecast evaluation
Using the first 27 observations from 1975 to 2001 in the Japanese age-specific mortality rates, we produce one-to 15-step-ahead point forecasts. Through an expanding window approach, we re-estimate the parameters in the time series forecasting models using the first 28 observations from 1975 to 2002. Point forecasts from the estimated models are then produced for one-to 14-stepahead. We repeat this process by increasing the sample size by one year until reaching the end of the data period in 2016. This process produces 15 one-step-ahead forecasts, 14 two-step-ahead forecasts, . . . , and one 15-step-ahead forecast. By comparing these forecasts with the holdout samples, we evaluate the out-of-sample point forecast bias and accuracy.
To assess the point forecast bias, we consider the mean forecast error (MFE). For each series j, MFE can be written as
where h denotes forecast horizon, y (j)
n+ξ (x i ) denotes the actual holdout sample for the i th age and ξ th curve in the j th series, while y (j) n+ξ (x i ) denotes the point forecasts for the holdout sample. To assess the point forecast accuracy, we use the mean absolute forecast error (MAFE) defined as
Since the number of series is different across different levels of disaggregation, we obtain an overall assessment of point forecast bias and accuracy by taking the simple average of the error measures across the number of series at each level. With 15 different forecast horizons, we consider the mean and median values to evaluate overall point forecast bias and accuracy between the two functional time-series methods for national and sub-national mortality forecasts.
Comparisons of point forecast bias and accuracy
Averaging over all the series at each level of the group structure, Figure 4 compares MFE(h) between the univariate and multivariate functional time-series methods. As measured by the MFE, the multivariate functional time-series method generally produces more accurate point forecast bias than the ones obtained using the univariate functional time-series method. Using the multivariate functional time-series method, the smallest bias can be achieved by using the forecast combination method with simple averaging of midpoints at each level of the group structure. The superior forecast accuracy of the multivariate functional time-series method over the univariate functional time-series method stems from two sources: (1) the joint modeling of age-specific mortality patterns among multiple subpopulations; and (2) the joint forecasting of age-specific mortality rates among multiple subpopulations. The advantage of this forecast combination is that it can reduce bias. 
Interval forecast construction and evaluation
We apply the method of Shang (2020) to construct pointwise prediction intervals. To evaluate pointwise interval forecast accuracy, we first construct lower and upper bounds of a prediction interval at the 100(1 − α)% nominal coverage probability, where α denotes a significance level (see, Shang and Haberman, 2017, for details) . Then, we utilize the interval score of Gneiting and Raftery (2007) . In the literature, extensive works are available on interval score and will not be reiterated here. The optimal interval score is achieved when there is almost 100(1 − α)% of times that the holdout data lie between the upper and lower bounds of the prediction interval, and the distance between the upper and lower bounds is minimal.
Since the number of series is different across different levels of disaggregation, we obtain an overall assessment of interval forecast accuracy by taking the simple average of the interval scores across the number of series at each level. Also, for 15 different forecast horizons, we consider the mean and median values to evaluate overall interval forecast accuracy among the methods for national and sub-national mortality forecasts.
Comparison of interval forecast accuracy
Averaging over all the series at each level of the group structure, Figure 6 presents the mean interval scores S α (h) between the univariate and multivariate functional time-series methods. Based on the averaged summary statistics of S α (h), the independent forecasting method generally performs the best because it fits each series without the constraint of a hierarchy. At the prefecture level, the optimal-combination method outperforms the independent functional time series forecasting method, which demonstrates the improved interval-forecast accuracy of the optimal-combination method while reconciling interval forecasts. Between the univariate and multivariate functional time-series methods, there is a slight advantage to use the multivariate functional time-series method at each level of the group structure. The forecast combination method with equal weighting produces mean interval scores that lie between the ones of the bottom-up and optimal-combination methods. The forecast combination method with simple averaging of midpoints produces the largest mean interval scores and thus this method is conservative.
Figure 6:
Mean interval score in the holdout sample between the univariate and multivariate functional time-series methods applied to the Japanese age-specific mortality rates.
Application to the pricing of temporary life annuities
An important use of mortality forecasts for elderly is in the pension and insurance industries, whose profitability and solvency rely on accurate mortality forecasts so that longevity risk can be appropriately hedged and pensions and annuities can be accurately valued. When a person reaches retirement age, an optimal way of guaranteeing one individual's financial income in retirement is to purchase an annuity (as demonstrated by Yaari, 1965 ). An annuity is a contract offered by insurers guaranteeing a steady stream of payments for the lifetime of the annuitant in exchange for an initial premium fee.
Lifetime immediate annuities, where rates are locked in for life, have been shown to deliver poor value for money (i.e., they may be expensive for the purchaser: see for example Cannon and Tonks, 2008, Chapter 6) . In many countries selling annuities, sales of temporary annuities greatly exceed that of lifetime annuities, so this is where a major interest lies in terms of application. These temporary life annuities pay a pre-determined and guaranteed level of income which is often higher than the level of income provided by a lifetime annuity for a similar premium. Temporary annuities offer an alternative to lifetime annuities and allow the purchaser the option of also buying a deferred annuity at a later date.
We apply the mortality forecasts to the calculation of a temporary life annuity (see Dickson et al., 2009, p.114) , and we adopt a cohort approach to the calculation of the survival probabilities.
For a single cohort, the τ year survival probability of a person aged x currently at t = 0 (or year 2016) is determined by
The survival probability is a random variable given that age-specific mortality rates for = 1, . . . , τ are forecasts obtained by the multivariate functional time-series method. Here, we assume that the central mortality rates are constant throughout each one-year period (see also Shang and Haberman, 2017) .
The price of a temporary life annuity with a maturity of T years, written for an x-year-old with benefit ¥1 per year and conditional on the path is given by
where B(0, τ) is the τ-year bond price, m x 1:τ is the first τ elements of m x 1:T , and τ p x (m x 1:τ ) denotes the survival probability given a random m x 1:τ (see also Fung et al., 2017) . For the purposes of pricing and risk management, it is vital to produce an accurate forecast of the survival curve τ p x that best captures the mortality experience of a portfolio.
In Table 3 , to provide an example of the annuity calculations, we compare the best estimate of the annuity prices for different ages and maturities produced by the three forecasting methods for a female policyholder residing in Region 2. We assume a constant interest rate at η = 3% so that the τ-year bond price is given by B(0, τ) = exp −ητ . We highlight that some of the annuity prices are very sensitive to the mortality forecasts obtained from the forecasting method. For example, the annuity prices varies from 11.4091 to 12.5437 for 20-year annuity at age 70. Thus, it is important to compare forecast accuracy of various forecasting methods and provide recommendations as stated in the conclusion.
To measure forecast uncertainty, we obtain the bootstrapped forecasts of the age-specific mortality rates, derive the survival probabilities and calculate the corresponding annuity prices associated with different ages and maturities. For instance, we construct one-step-ahead to 15step-ahead bootstrapped forecasts of the age-specific mortality rates, derive the bootstrap survival probabilities and calculate the bootstrap prices of temporary life annuities. In Table 4 , we present the 95% pointwise prediction intervals of the prices of temporary life annuities for different ages and maturities, where age + maturity ≤ 75. Accuracy in pricing is not the focus here as we recognize that variations exist in the approaches adopted to pricing in practice. In particular, the assumption made concerning adverse selection and the mortality experience of purchasers of annuities is critical (see Cannon and Tonks, 2008 , for a fuller discussion). For example, O'Meara and Bruhn (2013) assumed, in an Australian context, that for voluntary purchase of annuities, annuitant mortality was assumed to be 30% lower than population mortality at age 60 and 20% lower than population mortality from age 90 onwards, with linear interpolation between these ages, based on the advice from life insurance actuarial consultants.
Conclusion
Using the national and sub-national Japanese age-specific mortality rates, we evaluate and compare the point forecast bias and accuracy between the univariate and multivariate functional time-series methods. Based on the forecast bias and accuracy criteria, we show that the proposed multivariate functional time-series method outperforms the univariate functional time-series method used in Shang and Haberman (2017) . The superiority of the multivariate functional time-series method is primarily driven by the ability to incorporate correlation among the subpopulations.
We compare the one-step-ahead to 15-step-ahead point forecast accuracy between the independent and the two grouped univariate and multivariate functional time-series forecasting methods. By using the multivariate functional time-series method to produce base forecasts, we consider forecast reconciliation by applying two grouped functional time-series forecasting methods, namely the bottom-up and optimal-combination methods (see also Shang and Haberman, 2017) . Through a forecast combination approach, we consider two weight selection methods. The grouped multivariate functional time-series forecasting methods produce more accurate point forecasts than those obtained by the independent multivariate functional time-series forecasting method, averaged over all levels of the group structure. Also, the grouped multivariate functional time-series forecasting methods produce forecasts that obey the natural group structure, thus giving forecast mortality rates at the sub-national levels that add up to the forecast mortality rates at the national level. Between the two grouped multivariate functional time-series forecasting methods and their forecast combination methods, the forecast combination with simple averaging of midpoints is recommended for producing point forecasts while the optimal-combination method is recommended for producing interval forecasts at the prefecture level for the data that we have considered.
We also apply the independent and the two grouped multivariate functional time-series methods to forecast age-specific mortality rates from 2016 to 2056. We then calculate the cumulative survival probability and obtain the prices of temporary life annuities. As expected, we find that the cumulative survival probability has a pronounced impact on annuity prices. Although temporary life annuity prices do not differ significantly for the mortality forecasts obtained by the four methods, mispricing could have a dramatic effect on a portfolio of annuity contracts. To assess forecast uncertainty, we obtain one-step-ahead to 15-step-ahead forecasts of age-specific mortality rates, derive their survival probabilities and calculate their annuity prices for various ages and maturities.
There are several ways in which this paper can be extended, and we briefly outline seven:
1) Subject to the availability of data, the group structure can be disaggregated more finely by considering different causes of death (Gaille and Sherris, 2015) or socioeconomic status (Villegas and Haberman, 2014) .
2) We may consider other multiple population forecasting methods, in particular non-linear forecasting methods, such as neural networks (Richman and Wüthrich, 2020a,b) .
3) In the Japanese data example, the female and male series are jointly modeled and forecast within each region or each prefecture. The total series are jointly modeled and forecast among regions or prefectures. It may be interesting to explore other combinations for modeling and forecasting multiple subpopulations.
4)
A weighted least squares method could be used to estimate the regression coefficient in the optimal combination method (see, e.g., Wickramasuriya et al., 2019) .
5)
In the forecast combination approach, other grouped forecasting methods and choices of weight selections may be considered.
6) While the functional principal component analysis extracts latent component on the basis
of explained variance, we may consider other dimension reduction methods on the basis of autocorrelation, such as the maximum autocorrelation factor and predictive factor decompositions.
7) Finally, the methodology can be applied to calculate prices for other types of annuity product, such as the whole-life immediate annuity or deferred annuity.
